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EDITORSIAL

A JOURNAL FOR A CULTURE OF COLLABORATIVE, SCIENCE-ORIENTED, CLINICAL THINKING

ANDREAS LADDIS, MD
Private Practice, Framingham, MA 01545, USA

This editorial is to announce ending the publication of Frontiers in the Psychotherapy of Trauma and Dissociation and to share my sadness, pride, and hopes as the Editor of Frontiers. With much pride and deep sadness I will reminisce about the vision and ambitions presented with the inaugural issue three years ago. Then, I will highlight a few particular collections of articles to demonstrate how, I believe, a clinical journal could become a great asset for ISSTD moving forward. It could be a powerful means for a culture of collaborative, science-oriented, clinical thinking in the Society. My hope is that Frontiers has stirred the ISSTD members’ interest and expectations for a clinical journal dedicated to psychotherapy for complex, trauma-related mental disorders.
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INTRODUCTION

In the May issue of the ISSTD News, Christa Kruger, the President of ISSTD, announced:

Members will still remember the excitement with which we had launched our own ISSTD clinical e-journal,...in October 2017...we have discovered that the self-publication of our clinical e-journal is not sustainable in terms of the financial and other resources that ISSTD has available. Exploration of the publishing market revealed that Frontiers in its current format...
was not considered financially viable by external publishers. The Board has decided to suspend the publication of Frontiers as from July 2020.

I do remember the excitement with which we launched Frontiers. The Mission Statement for it said: “The Editor believes that clinicians’ observations from testing the rationale for their interventions, for one patient and one treatment session at a time, are indeed the seed for ideas to update existing theories and for hypotheses to test experimentally.” In the inaugural editorial (Laddis, 2017), I cherished the prospect of creating a forum where creative clinicians would present their clinical experiments for psychotherapy’s improvement to a wide readership and would draw thoughtful commentaries. In that editorial, I also presented my sense of the limitations of psychotherapy as we know it and I cited the well-tested concepts from related disciplines as sources for psychotherapy’s development.

I remember my gratitude to the authors of that inaugural issue, pioneers of psychotherapy for complex, trauma-related disorders, in adults and in children. That issue displayed those pioneers’ competing approaches for making interpretations and interventions to break impasses in understanding a patient’s psychodynamics, the very essence of psychodynamic therapy. One of the authors wrote about the evolution of his thinking, arriving at particular strategy and tactics, in treating patients specifically with Dissociative Identity Disorder. His logic was to keep various theories in mind while devising “intuitive and pragmatic” hypotheses, inspired by guessing “what sense the patient’s phenomena are trying to communicate.” The second author presented a comprehensive model of “trauma therapy.” He arrived at that model with the “navigational instruments” of certain philosophical and theoretical “premises” about human nature and behavior as the source of his hypotheses. The authors of the third article described how they borrowed each other’s disparate training to discern signs of trauma-related mental states in the stereotypical behavior, mostly nonverbal, of children with “developmental delays,” often autism.

With Steve Frankel, as Co-Editor at the start, and Martin Dorahy as Associate Editor, we aimed for breadth and quality of manuscripts. We encouraged submissions from authors worldwide. The articles in this final issue are from Spain, Australia, Argentina, The Netherlands and Germany! We made an effort to include authors whom we knew for their creative clinical work, but who were timid about publishing. Our reviewers graciously offered detailed commentary and guidance for those novice authors.

I will cite the articles in one more issue of the journal, from January 2019, because I think of them as bolder, more spirited; a measure of maturity for Frontiers. That issue included commentaries on two articles published earlier, as well as rejoinders to those two commentaries. Deliberately promoting such discussion is how a journal can make the most of an author’s contribution. In addition, one commentary and rejoinder focused on “therapeutic neutrality,” which generated my interest in inviting two
more commentaries on that topic. That term pertains to: a) The value of making and sharing with patients' judgments of the credibility of remembering who contributed to making past traumatic abuse happen, especially memories of extreme abuse, as in cultish organizations and satanic rituals; and b) Reasons for individual clinicians or ISSTD to take the legal and political risk of making public allegations of criminal acts and neglect in the context of patient abuse by particular social institutions and powerful individuals. Those issues had divided ISSTD members, more or less bitterly, until recently. The two invited commentaries cited progress in proving the prevalence and methods of extreme abuse in criminology and progress in understanding the nature of remembering. Then, they explained how that progress settled much of the controversy and has reduced that division.

I believe that a clinical journal should deliberately seek manuscripts from authors who upgrade clinical theories with findings and well-tested concepts from related disciplines. That is why Martin Dorahy and I worked hard to earn Sylvia Solinski’s commitment to publish her articles in this final issue of Frontiers. The series of three articles is again about the nature of memory and the peculiarities of recovered memories of traumatic experiences in caretaking relationships. Solinski’s scope of sources is encyclopedic. I found most useful her references to works from experimental psychology and social psychology, especially from the domains of developmental and social psychology, memory and cognition, memory and language, and the psychology of goals.

What did I learn as a therapist from those two earlier commentaries and from Solinski’s articles about the nature of remembering? I learned that our role is to help patients make sense of who contributed to making past traumatic abuse happen, including the patient’s own vulnerabilities. That is done by contemplating hypotheses about acts of omission or commission that might fill the gaps in a narrative of entrapment in a mistrusted, yet greatly needed caretaking relationship. Memories are the transient and varying outcomes of such stepwise contemplation. Our role is not to suggest bringing such contemplation to closure with one or another particular “fact” that a patient remembers.

I close with this illustration of what I myself learned from Frontiers. I hope that Frontiers has stirred ISSTD members’ expectations for a clinical journal dedicated to psychotherapy for complex, trauma-related mental disorders. I hope that ISSTD will find the means to restart a clinical journal to continue the culture of collaborative, science-oriented thinking in the Society, the kind of culture that Frontiers so ably promoted.